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SUMMARY

Starting from the constant strain theory of hybrid tensile
strength, which only describes a lower bound for most hybrid
composites, this report develops arguments to show how, in finely—
mixed unidirectional hybrids the reinforcing strength of a set
of fibres will assume higher values depending on their surroun-
dings . In the case of hybrids of high modulus (}IMS) carbon
f ibre , three characteristic levels of strength are predicted and
indeed observed in the experiments reported here. These levels
are, the mean fibre strength, the bundle strength referred to
short gauge length, and the brittle strength which is also
observed in all—INS composites. Statistical co—ordination
solutions are developed which predict the compositions of the
average—bundle and the bundle—brittle transitions and also the
hybrid tensile strength.

Recommendations are made for several practical
Those that have so far been investigated show the predicted
treads, of which the most interesting are first, the use of
INS fibres with high tensile (HTS or Toray) carbon fibres to
increase the stiffness and damage threshold of complex struc-
tures without serious loss of strength and second the intro-
duction of a glass fibre diluent which increases both work of
fracture and strain to break, whilst lowering cost.
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I INTRODUCTION

Many different types of reinforcing fibre are now in commercial produc-

tion, and they provide options in strength , stiffness , surface adhesion,
density and cost, but no single fibre possesses all the good qualities. It is

therefore natural  to try mixing them together , especially if one makes the
bland assumption that the resulting properties of a mixture will be a linear
average of those of the ingredients , the notorious rule—of—mixtures. There has

in the past been a good deal of unscientific speculation about this approach,
the opt imis ts  feeling that the best of both worlds can somehow be attained by
“ synergism” , the pessimists believing that the strength of the whole wil l  be
reduced to that of the weakest phase present , a characteristic of poorly—mixed
mould ing compounds.

Practical evidence has since shown that these extreme arguments do not
app ly, and recent research has concentrated on distinguishing the limited
areas where mixtures of f ibres may be used to advantage . The existence at
PERME Waltham Abbey of an alignment process which enables fibres to be mixed
intimately, rather than in tows or layers, has enabled work to be carried out

on ideally mixed systems. Disproportionate changes in tensile strength and
work of f rac ture  were found , without compensating losses of interlaminar shear
strength.  This interim report deals with the results of a first theoretical
study, the exp lanation of the observed facts , and grounds for fur ther  work .

1.1 Interpretat ion of Previous Work

Much of the study of hybrid systems has been carried out using composites of
ca rbon f ibre and glass fibre . These two fibres are wholly elastic and possess
similar  strengths but markedly di f ferent  strains to break , due to their differ-

ing elastic moduli. They also differ in cost by two orders of magnitude . For

a woven glass—carbon system, Phillips1 has shown that the strength of the hybrid

is not that of its weakest component. Assuming that his woven bundles of glass

and carbon were subjected to equal strains, the hybrid composites failed when

the normal breaking strain of the carbon bundle was reached . Bunsell and

Harris2 confirmed that this was so for high modulus carbon and glass, with the

carbon fracturing below 0.5% elastic strain as usual. They noted that differ-

ential shrinkage should bias the carbon fibre slightly into compression after

hot moulding such a laminate. They also showed that the presence of glass

bundles deflected or stopped the crack emanat ing from a failed bundle of carbon
f ib res .  However , the pitch of their glass bundles was perhaps too coarse to



prevent the premature brittle failure in each carbon fibre bundle , which

Wadsworth
3 
has shown to be characteristic of surface—treated high modulus

carbon. Notching experiments4 
have shown also that defects less than 0.25 mm

in size will make brittle HMS carbon—epoxy even weaker , which suggests that

crack propagation must be controlled on a fine scale if any favourable change

is to be brought about.

By mixing continuous HMS carbon f ibre and glass fibre more finely, Aveston
and Sillwood 5 were able to show that a composite could be made in which the HMS
component at tained a much higher strain to break , around 17.. However, the

carbon was a very small proportion (3.57.) of the whole. They suggested that

th is  unusual behaviour occurred because the carbon was heavily constrained by
its surroundings , which prevented release of sufficient energy to break
individual f ibres .  This argument was contrary to the observations of Wadsworth,
who was able to measure the breakage of individual carbon fibres, when they were
stretched in epoxy resin as a thin constrained layer on a massive aluminium
p la te .  Meanwhile , research at MBB 6 using fine mixing of short fibres , but
inaccurate alignment of them , had shown that the flexural strength of some glass
composites containing a much larger amount of HMS fibre was also higher than that
expected from a theory of constant strain to break. The appearance of the

fracture faces showed that the normally brittle fracture of hIS composites had

also been inhibited .

During their recent study of the strengths of HMS and HTS carbon fibres,

Hitchon and Phillips 7 have noted that the strength utilisation of HMS fibres

in orthodox binary composites is poor , in contrast to that for HTS fibres,
which is good . We are fortunate to have their results for 5 mm and 0.5 nun
lengths to reproduce here as Table 1. Although the effect of length is not

large in this case , the observations for 0.5 mm lengths are the most relevant,

since s t ress—transfe r  through a treated carbon f ibre  is accomp lished in about
0.5 mm . This is also why in discontinuous fibre composites these same fibres ,
chopped to 2 to 3 mm lengths , will exhibit similar reinforcing strengths to

t he i r  nominal l y continuous counterparts.  The mean strengths of HMS and HTS
f ibres  are s imilar , but their d i f fe ren t  stiffnesses lead to mean breaking
s t r a in s  of 1.08 and 1.7% respectively. A conservative estimate of their
po ten t i a l  re inforc ing  strength is obtained by assuming that once a fibre has
f r a c t u r e d  it wi l l  no longer support any load over about a distance of 0.5 mm.

6
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Using their data (T able 1) for variation in f ibre  strength , then according to

Colemen 8 (Fig 1) this will lead to a maximum load—carrying capability (the

bundle s t r eng th)  at strains of 0.78% for hIS and 1.23% for HTS respectively.

The lat te r  value is close to the accepted reinforcing strength of HTS fibre ,
the forme r however is nearly twice that actually observed for the HMS f ibre

used here.

Thus Aveston ’s and Sillwood ’s
5 observation of HMS apparently breaking at

about 1% strain can instead be interpreted as first, the absence of a load
maximum since the very high proportion of glass fibres continue to accept load
and to frustrate brittle fracture; second, the proportion of hIS was small

enough that significant departure from linear elastic behaviour would only be

seen when nearly half the HMS fibres were broken to lengths incapable of

stress—transfer, ie at the mean breaking strain for HMS of 1.08%.

The problem of very brittle failures recurs with some regularity in the

use of carbon fibres. The need to ensure that interlaminar shear strength

is suff ic ient  for design purposes made it essential for surface treatments to
be introduced to improve adhesion , but they are not easy to control accurately,
and when carried to excess, they do cause premature fracture. At the time of

writing, some very high strength carbon fibres only exist in such a form, with

highly active surfaces, so that an understanding of hybrid behaviour may be

important here.

1.2 General Approach

The problem of predicting accurately the mode of fracture in a composite

and the transit ion from wholly consecutive f ibre  fracture to the more desirable ,

random f ib re  f racture  has taxed many authors,9 and precise estimates are very
difficult to make. However, given the existence of fibre composites which do
fail prematurely various practical solutions have been proposed to improve them,

one of which is to blend these fibres with those that make a tougher composite.
In this case it is suggested therefore that two useful mechanisms exist:

a Premature brittle fracture of successive fibres can be postponed

provided it is done on the correct scale. This is largely a topological

condition.

b Then if the load they carry can be taken up, a large proportion of the
4 fibres of lower breaking strain can be broken before there is an

observable departure from elasticity , and the net strength of the hybrid

7
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will be that due to combining two sets of fibres, ie the bundle strength

of the two groups taken together.

Some expected practical advantages in discontinuous hybrids would be first

to compensate for poor packing by introducing some hIS fibre into HTS materials,

and then to make composites which are more tolerant of defects and damage
generally, and in which the reinforcing strength of certain fibres is enhanced.

The difference in fracture behaviour between HMS and HTS discontinuous

fibres aligned in epoxy is clearly seen from their fine—scale work of fracture,
which we have measured by the method of Tattersall and Tappin (see Appendix C).

In spite of their similarity in fibre strength, there is at least a fourfold

difference in work of fracture of the composites. This is a relevant measure-

ment since in engineering use, composites must tolerate the presence of fine

defects which cannot be detected by inspection. The machining of simple

tensile test pieces will in any case introduce defective regions much larger

than the fibres themselves. Any theoretical model of hybrid behaviour must

therefore consider the propagation of a defece (or lack of it) as a mechanism

controlling the observed strength. By extrapolating from the effect of small
notches4 a defect size of only 36 lim would be sufficient to cause fracture at 

*

1% strain in an HMS composite, in the absence of other causes. The correspon—

ding figure at the bundle strength of HMS (0.78%) would be 60 ~im (assuming

that elastic strain to break varies inversely with square root of defect size).

If the HMS fibres are prevented from becoming adjacent to each other then

there is no reason why premature failure should occur. Thus in a highly

ordered system at a ratio of one hIS fibre to two HTS fibres, assuming hexagonal

close packing, each HMS is on average fully co—ordinated by HTS fibres. If the

ratios are reversed then the HMS network forms a virtually continuous

structure (Fig 2). Unfortunately, it is not yet possible to produce such a

systematic , finely—mixed structure, and so an estimate must be made for randomly

mixed , but highly aligned fibres.

8
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. DEVELOPMENT OF THEORETICAL MODELS

2.1 Lower Bound for Hybrids Containing Fibres or Layers of

Low Variability

For simplicity , we allow the total proportion of fibre in a composite to

remain fixed , at say 50%, but vary the r~ilative volumes of the two fibres to be

mixed. The properties of the two end fibre—resin systems are known. If the

hybrid consists of a mixture of two fibres, A and B, the stiffness of B

typ ically being greater than A, but its breaking strain less than that of A ,

then a working diagram can be constructed to predict the strength of the
system, Fig 3. Lines of equal elastic strain can be projected from the origin

0, chosen so that OA/OB = modulus A/modulus B. The elastic moduli for hybrid
compositions then lie along a strain line such as EE’. Thus if an all—B

composite fails at stress P, then PR is the line of constant strain along

which the B fibres would be expected to fail. If S represents the strength

of the all—A composite, SB represents the contribution of A to the hybrid

strength. It follows from the simple strain arguteent that between P and T,

breaking of the B fibres will precipitate complete failure. For compositions

to the left of T the A fibres should be capable of taking the extra load

when the B fibres break. The A fibres can then be loaded further until the

line SB is reached. Consequently this strain argument gives the line PTS as

def in ing the strength of the hybrid system.

If failure of the B fibres causes a serious stress concentration, le a

defect which is above critical size, then total failure may persist along TR.
A defect which is just sub—critical at stresses TR may still become critical

and lead to failure below TS values.

By setting down the expressions representing PR and ES, we can show that

the strength minimum at T is related to composition by

a
T[l + RE (R5 

— 1)] = 1, assuming elastic behaviour

where a is the relative proportion of A, RE ~~~~, the ratio of the moduli, and

Rs 
= -

~~~~ the ratio of the breaking strains of compositions A and B respectively .

Similarly the depression of strength at T relative to the rule of mixtures is

S R — l
= 1 + and therefore is never less than half rule of mixtures.SC S

9
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These resu l t s  are important when strength is to be traded of f  for  other

factors , eg energy absorption on a rising load curve, which occurs along TS as

the B fibres break , hut not along TP. Here complete fracture occurs as the B

fibres fail , although the energy needed to cause the fracture may well be

higher than at P. (The energy absorbed on a rising load curve cannot , of course,

exceed twice the total elastic energy of the A component alone.)

The extent to which the depression of strength along STP can be reduced

by intimately mixing real , variable fibres is discussed below and in Appendix A.

2.2 Mixed and Variable Fibres (the Average—Bundle Transition)

The above model applies where each set of fibres is very consistent. If

there is statistical variation in the strength of the fibres of type B for

example, then their strength contribution realised between T and S in Fig 3

will apparently be enhanced , ie because no load maximum is then reached in
breaking type B fibres , progressive failure will occur, and their strength at

least to the left of W will be characterised by the average value, eg from V

rather than P. In principle , an apparent strength increase of B by some 40%

could occur . Fig 4(a) illustrates this problem of calculating strength for

real, variable fibres in a system where the strains to break of A and B overlap .

This can be treated arithmetically by weighting the distributions A and B for

their relative stiffness and proportions, then adding them to identify the

strain corresponding to maximum load, as successive fibres fail. Alternatively ,

the combined reinforcing strength may be estimated using Coleman’s relation-

ship for coefficient of variation (C) and bundle strength as a proportion (p)

of the overall mean strength (Fig I).

Covariance statistics appear to have the right properties for solving

this problem algebraically, ie assume overall mean strain to break is

X p x ~~+ q x ~ (1)

where XA 
and X

B 
are the separate average fibre strains, p and q the weighting

facto r s , then comb ined variance (where C2 x2 = V) is

V = P
2 v~~ + q 2 v~~ + V ~ (2)

4 and this expresses the variance due to each distribution (VA, VB) and to the

— : :



spacing between them (V ). Clearly this expression has limited application .

The total distribution is not usually normal and the treatment breaks down when

the spacing between individual distributions is large, so that each is broken

separately , Fig 4(b). However, under these conditions , the effective strength

fortunately is self—evident . Application of Equations I and 2 is discussed

in Appendix A.

2.3 Suppression of Premature Matrix Failure

10 .Aveston, Cooper and Kelly have derived an expression for the constraint

imposed on the brittle cracking of a matrix by reinforcing fibres, and Aveston

and Sillwood suggest that this might be extended to a stiff matrix containing

other brittle elements, such as HMS fibres. Such a theory may be used to

predict whether or not this b~ittle matrix will crack before the main reinfor-

cing fibres fail. However, it is implicit in their arguments that the A type

fibres of Fig 3 eventually bear all the load. Thus their theory is useful for

predicting the shape of stress—strain curves in the region below TS, but can

do little to predict the tensile strength of other compositions, particularly

when some of the main reinforcing fibres have already been broken. However,

extra energy absorption on a rising load curve is a useful feature which is

worthwhile developing and their predictions for practical systems are discussed

in Appendix B.

3 CO—ORDINATION HYPOTHESIS FOR MIXED FIBRES OF SIMILAR DIAMETER

The essential problem in dealing with premature brittle fracture of fibres

within a unidirectional hybrid is to decide which fibres are subjected to it ,

and which are not. Although fractures spread quickly through an all—HMS system,

will this be so if each HMS or B type fibre is surrounded by “tough” composite

composed of A type fibre? It is asserted that the B fibre will then in general

be protected . Therefore an attempt has first been made to explore the environ-

ment surrounding B fibres assuming a co—ordination number of five, which is
most characteristic of normal, imperfect fibre packing.

For a CN of five, there are six possible ways of surrounding a fibre, ie

5As, 4A + 1B, 3A + 2B, 2A + 3B, A + 4B, and 5B. If A and B are in the relative

proportion a, b = 1 — a, then the probability of selecting 5As is a5, similarly

that of selecting 5Bs is b5, and the probabilities for the other conditions are

11
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available* I rom the expansion of the binomial (a + b)5. The probability

coefficients for these symmetrical expressions are given in Table 2, and the

characteristics they represent are:

SAs an isolated B

4A + lB the end member of a B Chain

3A + 2B part of a single chain or Bs

2A + 3B part of a double chain, a junction of Bs

A + 4B )
SB 

) part of a large block of Es
)

Thus for values of a = 0.9, b = 0.1, the B fibres are largely isolated, and

the A fibres a virtually continuous block, but in the range 0.4 to 0.6 the

mixture consists largely of single and double interwoven chains. Under these

~onditions one can visualise that consecutive cracking of B fibres could

proceed along chains, but that similarly, a single devious chain of A fibres

might eventually run right through the thickness of a sample and be used to

frustrate crack propagation by providing a weak boundary which can fail in

shear. We also note that when b > 0.8, the number of chain end members is

very small, suggesting a continuous extensive structure of B.

3.1 Composition Range of the Bundle—Brittle Transition

The object of this section is, with the least assumptions and preferably

with the least calculation, to bracket the estimated composition range in which

crack propagation through the B phase ceases to be inhibited by the A. Excluding

all other factors local variations in composition will of course prevent the

existence of a precise transition. However, we first assume that the average

proportions of A and B are maintained in the volumes to be considered , and

attemp t a calculation for thin sections, eg shells , laminations and indeed the
st ri p test specimens used in this work. This is shown in Figure 5 which

~11ustrates propagation from a through—thickness edge notch or pre—existing

ath of Es. Propagation of cracking through the B phase is presumed to take

p lace where consecutive B fibres exist, but to be frustrated by the presence of

a line or path of A fibres. Thus for continuous cracking, the proportion of A

a

*See for example M J Noroney, Facts from Figures, Penguin Books

12
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(a) needed to create a single blocking line must be greater than that of

A which actuall y exists when propagation through B is occurring, ie if b’

is the critical proportion of B at which brittle cracking can first occur,

then a > (1 — b’). Now the composition for a single line of A must be

numerically the same as that for a single line of B, ie a = b , so

b > (1 — b’) (4)

but. b < b’, since the existence of occasional single lines of B is insuffi-

cient to sustain crack propagation, hence

b’ > (1 — b’) and therefore b’ > 0.5

The total number of fresh lines or paths available during crack propaga-

tion from a single line of B can be estimated directly. Each B consecutively

cracked has continuous paths through it, ie for every B surrounded by four

other Bs, three new paths are introduced , in a rapidly expanding number of
routes. Considering a crack passing through an additional population m of mixed

fibres, then at the critical composition b’, using the notation of Table 2, the

total number of paths involved is no greater than

C’ b’m C’ b’m C’ b’m
1 X 2 X 3 6 = Q1 say, or

log Q ’ = b’m (C’
4 

log 2 + C’
5 

log 3 + C ’
6 

log 4) (5)

(This is an over—estimate of the number of paths , since some must rejoin.)

Now the ease with which such continuity of B occurs, either in single paths

or in multi ple paths, is governed by the proportion of chain—forming fibres

available , and the number of members required in each chain, as well as the

size of the original population from which Lhey are chosen. The proportion of

chain—making Bs available is b(l — C
1 

— C
2) and the probability of selecting

r fibres consecutively , to form a chain is therefore br (1 — C1 
— C

2)
r. Thus

the number of chains length r is

b
r (1 — C

1 
— C

2)
r (6)

13 
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In the case of single paths of A or B through the thickness of a

lamina te, r has a characteristic value larger than, but related to, the thick-

ness expressed in fibre diameters, ie r ~ lO~ (which also allows the inclusion

of at least one very weak fibre from the strength distribution).

Applying the two expressions (5 and 6) to the special case where , during

the initial stage of propagation from a path of r fibres, Q’ is changing
quickly, but r is virtually constant, gives

1
— 1_~ 11 — I’ .? —

1 ,1r 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

L l J b ( l — C
1
— C 2
)

also provided b > (1 — b’).

We take Q = 1 for the case of a single path, for although a single path

has many related spurs, these will not in general be of sufficient length (r)

to qualify. This is the distinction used here between isolated paths and the

continuous paths supporting crack propagation. These two inequalities (7 and

4) can be used to generate acceptable values of b
5, b’ from different values of

the ratio —. That ],5r

~~b’ (C~4
log 2 +C ’

5
log 3 + C’

6
log 4)

~ log [b’ (1 
— C’

1 
- C’

2)] 
— log [b

5 
(1 - C

1 
— C

2)]

and b > (1 — b’), interpolating the coefficients in Table 2 as necessary.

Now the difference between b and b’ becomes small as m diminishes, ie
S

~~‘ 2 b’ - 0.60, b = 0.40r s

~ 1 b’ — 0.56, b — 0.44r s

~~‘ 0.1 b’ — 0.503, b — 0.497
r 5

~~‘ 2.6 b’ - 0.7, b — 0.3
r 5

4 The accuracy with which a transition can be predicted by this means therefore

depends on the increment value of m assumed. There appears to be no reason

14
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why in should not be of the same order as r.

It is perfectly possible that a deeper investigation of the theoretical

model would determine a narrower transition range than this, but such precision

is unlikely to occur in real compositions .

TABLE 2

The Weighting Effect of Relative Proportions of A and B on Possible

Ways of Surrounding a Single B Fibre with Five other Fibres

Compo— C C
sition 1 2 3 4 5 6

(5A) (4A + B) (3A + 2B) (2A + 3B) (A + 4B) (5B)
a b

1.0 0 1.0 — — — — —
0.9 0.1 0.59 0.33 0.07 0.01 — —
0.8 0.2 0.33 0.41 0.20 0.05 0.006 —

0.7 0.3 0.17 0.36 0.31 0.13 0.03 —

0.6 0.4 0.08 0.26 0.35 0.23 0.07 0.01

0.5 0.5 0.03 0.156 0.31 0.31 0.156 0.03

0.4 0.6 0.01 0.07 0.23 0.35 0.26 0.08

0.3 0.7 — 0.03 0.13 0.31 0.36 0.17

0.2 0.8 — 0.006 0.05 0.20 0.41 0.33

0.1 0.9 — — 0.01 0.07 0.33 0.59

O 1.0 - - - - — 1.0

This probability argument of stemming crack propagation is therefore

summarised as follows . Although it is theoretically possible to suppress at

source premature brittle failure in a fibre—matrix combination, by reducing

interfacial adhesion, this is sometimes difficult to arrange. If the

problem is to be overcome by blending in a “tough” fibre of similar diameter,

then for the test specimens commonly in use, it appears that cracking can

indeed be suppressed with sufficient frequency, the main topological

transition occurring fairly sharply at about equal proportions of brittle and

tough f ib res , even where the function of the ~t tough~ fibre is purely to pro—
vide a boundary of low shear strength, eg polymeric fibres would do, if they
were weakly adhering ones.

15



The strength of compositions nominally on the transition value will be

di~ ficu1t to predict and more variable than usual. On the tough side of the

transition , it is proposed that the bundle strength of the brittle fibres

would be a guide to their behaviour, following Equations 1 and 2. The concept

is illustrated in Fig 6. On the “brittle” side of the topological transition ,

the local and average load—carrying potential of the tough fibres needs to be

considered . If they can support the reinforced matrix, then the Aveston—

Sillwood model must be re—examined. If not, the whole will fail at a similar

strain to that of the original brittle fibre—matrix combination, with only

small corrections for changes of stiffness and work of fracture.

It is amusing to note that a similar transition would be predicted by the

enigmatic statement that “it takes two A fibres to protect one B”.

3.2 Effect of Fibre Bundles, Large Fibres, etc

The model for crack suppression can in principle be extended to fibres of

differing diameters . If large “brittle” fibres exist, these can each be

coated with only a small proporticn of finer, but tougher ones, equivalent in

the limit to modifying adhesion at source. Where the roles are reversed , the

result does not seem attractive . A practical realisation of large brittle ,

small tough would be to deposit in an alignment plant a heavy feed of small
brittle fibres at a coarse pitch, to be followed by a light feed of the

toughening fibres , which should be effective, even against a major proportion

of brittle fibre~

4 EXPERIMENTAL

4.1 Programme

A programme of measurements with a range of hybrid compositions was drawn

up, taking account of both the need to validate a theory and the likely

rnat o ri ;ils rorluirements in MOD, as follows:

I For thin skins and complex shells , high stiffness materials of

adequate U.S. but increased tolerance of damage, including that introduced by

stretching felts longitudinally to final shape.

4 2 HTS materials as in 1.

4 3 Ind igenous replacements fo~ Kevlar, when it is used primarily for

damage tolerance rather than for specific tensile strength alone — where it is

16
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now being matched by improved carbon. A significant advantage over Keviar

in compression could also be expected.

4 Upgrading 50% HTS discontinuous to approach 60% HTS continuous in

stiffness.

5 Ultimately, cost—effective use of the cheaper fibres, eg pitch fibres,

glass, asbestos, and possibly cellulose.

Mixes Proportions of Composite Volume Function

HMS—HTS 50—0 25—25 12.5 — 37.5 4

HMS—Toray or HTU 40—10 25—25 0—50 4, 1

EMS—Glass 40—10 25—25 12.5 — 37.5 0—50 3

HTS—Glass 50—0 40—10 25—25 2, 3

So far only the HMS—HTS system has been assessed in any depth, although

there is some further indication for INS—glass from a collaborative programme

with MBB Munich, and with NPL. Virtually all the data is encouraging and

favours careful completion of the progra~~ie as soon as possible. The test

methods used are described in Appendix C.

4.2 HMS—HTS Carbon Mixtures (in Epoxy CIBA 914)

In this case a fibre with very brittle behaviour is introducad in a less—

brittle system. A master diagram has been prepared for this system and the

te3t results placed on it (Fig 7, Table 3). The flexural stiffness measure-

ments proved more consistent than those in tension and showed the expected

linear relationship with composition, which confirmed that the total volume

loading of fibre in each laminate had been held close to 50%. Ten specimens

were tested for each tensile point recorded. Only in one sample did the

measured load—extension curve show non—linearity after the take—up stage was

complete. This sample (1 HMS, 3 HTS) was at the top end of the strength dis-

tribution and was presumed to be showing the beginnings of progressive break-

up of the EMS fibre, about its mean breaking strain.

Corresponding to the linear elastic behaviour, the tensile strengths of
the mixtures tested were all well above those expected if the INS were to

break prematurely at its usual strain with the HTS eventually accepting all
the load .

17
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The results for the two forms of HTS (75%)/}IMS (25%) in fact were slightly

above the strain leve l for the ENS bundle strength, as would be expected from

Appendix A. At equal parts of tINS and HTS the breaking strain was 12% below

the bundle level. However, HTS—epoxy systems cannot be regarded as completely

tough and the stiffness data suggest that the relative proportions could

possibly have been nearer 55/45. Measurements of the work of fracture also

show that at these proportions the behaviour is more brittle, in contrast to

th~ values for about 25% EMS in the two forms of HTS and in glass (Fig 8), where

little reduction is observed from that of the simple HTS or glass composite ,

ie the “protected” HMS makes its own significant contribution . The inter—

laminar shear strengths of all the carbon mixtures were consistently high

(Table 4).

Both the unidirectional flexural strengths themselves, and the tensile

threshold levels after impact in flexure of the 25% EMS crossplies , were high
relative to pure ETS (Table 5). This can be expected from the local break—up

of the HMS absorbing energy at the high strains experienced in the surface

layers of a flexural or slow impact test. Predictably, this effect does not

persist at 50% EMS.

Overall these observations tend to support the topological view adopted

and for other compositions of HMS/HTS one would therefore expect the following:

a Observable break—up of HMS at strains in excess of 3.8% in the composi-

tion range 0 — 20% EMS (100 — 80% HTS), ie useful yielding, with bundle
strength predicted by Equations 1 and 2.

b Elastic strain to break levels about 0.8% persisting from 20% to at

least 40% HNS/6O% HTS, and to about 50% ENS given lower surface treat-

ments, eg in the HNS/HTIJ or Toray systems.

c Beyond 55% EMS, brittle behaviour, with the upper bound of tensile

strength possibly predictable by assuming a constant defect size (c) and

correcting for differences of both work of fracture (y) and stiffness of

the mixtures compared with pure HMS, ie breaking strain proportiona~ to

Observations suggest that the measured work of fracture is not

fully effective in this way.

18 
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4.3 Glass — EMS

There is no definitive work available yet for this system, but its quali-

tative behaviour can be anticipated. This system is sketched in Fig 9,

assuming that the glass fibre does not adhere to the matris as strongly as HTS

or HMS fibre , but is correspondingly longer, to enable it to develop adequate

reinforcing strength. Then a first minimum in strength should be reached about

28% HMS. Between 0 and 18% EMS it seems safe to assume that the yielding break-

up of EMS will occur, as observed by Aveston, and this is a useful composition

since the 18% mixture has virtually twice the stiffness of GRP alone. Theoreti-

cally then a maximum strength (close to rule of mixtures) should be observed

about 45% EMS, and in this case since the glass is not sufficiently strong to

prevent consecutive failure of EMS in single chains, the strain to break must

fall below 0.8% by 55% EMS, by which stage the net strength contribution from

even the brittle tINS phase is greater than that of the glass. The glass can

still contribute markedly to work of fracture, however, so forecasting becomes

very speculative . If the increased work of fracture is fully effective, the

strength of brittle tINS will rise sharply with small additions of glass (U).

If , as seems more likely, the EMS assumes the strength of a single layer sheet
up to say 0.6 of EMS, the hybrid strength may veil oscillate, with the EMS
breaking before the toughening effect of the glass comes into play (L).

The evidence from the work of MBB does not contradict the argument, but

their measurements were of flexural elastic behaviour, on composites the stiff—

nesses of which indicate were not accurately aligned. These were pressure

moulded , thereby causing frequent fibre to fibre contact down the length of

individual fibres . Expressing their very consistent results as strains rather

than stresses (Table 6) shows that the tINS was extremely brittle in this

condition, failing at 0.29% strain in bending, but attaining 0.85% with 67%

glass, 0.65% with 50% glass, 0.43% with 33% glass. They noted that the same

fibres prepared in alternate layers of glass and carbon gave lower figures,

although these too exceeded worst case predictions. Zweben~
2 discusses the

need then to take account of the strength of thin layers rather than indivi-

dua l fibres, and treats this aspect using Weibull rather than normal statistics .

Finally we note that the adhesion of glass to epoxy was relatively high in the

MBB co~1posites (66 MPa) which suggests that the glass had some surface treat—

ment.

19
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S CONCLU SIONS AND FURTHE R WORK

1 The constant strain—to—break theory of hybrid strength explains the

majority of observations on coarsely—structured hybrids.

2 With a hybrid mixture, the set of fibres having the lover strain to

break can and does exhibit different levels of strength , depending on their

environment. This encompasses finely—mixed hybrids and some unusual observa-

tions made in the past on hybrid laminates. EMS fibres for example display at

least three distinct levels:

a when they are so well supported that they attain or exceed the

average strength of EMS fibre (about 1.1% strain),

b when they contribute signi f i cantly to the hybrid strength but brittle
failure is suppressed and they therefore attain their bundle strength

referred to a short fibre length (about 0.78% strain), and

c where consecutive brittle fracture is not suppressed and their

strength contribution is similar to that of an orthodox EMS composite

(0.4% strain or less).

3 A statistical co—ordination argument has been developed to identify

the composition of the brittle—bundle transition for fibres of equal diameter

and this is supported by available data, but the introduction of , for example,
weakly—bonded polymeric fibres could clarify the de—coupling mechanism

suggested by this argument.

4 A statistical weighting method is derived for calculating the strength

of non—brittle hybrids when the distributions of fibre breaking strain overlap.

It is difficult to disprove this approach within the accuracy of any one set of

tests. However, the limits of validity of the algebra can now be explored by

using a computer to carry out numerical solutions with artificial data.

Graphical methods are given here for preparing estimates of practical systems.

5 The most important practical conclusion is that existing results are

within expectations and that further fruitful systems should be investigated

as soon as possible. It has already been demonstrated how to increase stjff—

ness (HMS/HTS) without serious loss of strength or work of fracture, and how
to increase the apparent strength and work of fracture of strong and expensive

20
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fibres. These results are based on randomly mixed fibres of similar diameter.

If engineering solutions can be devised to produce fine, but more systematic

grouping, then even more effective compositions can be developed . Optimum

hybrids of three or more types of fibre still remain untapped and a more

precise understanding of mixing size—effects might also enable continuous

fibres to be used successfully. Fatigue strength should be measured to

confirm that the advantages are not ephemeral.
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APPENDIX A

TENSILE STRENGTH OF TWO SETS OF FIBRE S OF VARIABLE STRENGTH

Where the distributions of breaking strain in a mixture of two sets A and

B of fibres overlap, it is proposed they be treated as a single distribution1’

with a new weighted mean

X = p x ~~+ q x ~ (1)

w h e r e p + q l

so that the new variance is V p V
A 

+ q
2
V~ + V~ (2)

where 2V
c 

= p(X — xA
) + q(X — x~ ) (3)

there being in effect p readings at X
A~ 

q readings at x
B since p and q are

weighting factors which allow for the respective stiffnesses and proportions

of A and B, ie p a EA, q (1 — a)E
B. (The procedure could in principle be

extended to any number of sets.)

We then use Coleman’s relationship (Fig 1) which relates mean strength

(X E
c) to the reinforcing strength of a bundle, through the variation of

strength (C) taking C2 X
2 

= V where E
~ ~~A 

+ (1 — a)E
B
.

Now for p + q = 1, normalising p gives

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

E
A E

= 
+ (1 — a)E

B 
= a 

~~
—. similarly q (1 — a)

So f r om (1) K E
C 

= aS
A 

+ (1 — a) S
B 
where S

A 
= x

AEA, S
3 

= xBEB

This approach is therefore equivalent to taking a simple proportional

average for fibre strength, but recognizing that the distribution is in general

widely scattered with respect to strain and therefore allowing this scatter to
determine the strength of a bundle . By inspection it can be seen that p, q,

Ec, and X~~ ’ and therefore X can be determined graphically for any value of a,
given the basic fibre data. This has been done for the system glass—HTS/HTU/

Toray in Fig 10 and the calculated strength is compared with simpler expecta—

tions in Fig 11, using values X
A 0.04 , x

B 0.017 with coefficients of

variation 0.15, 0.3 respectively . (For convenience in plotting, Imperial units

were used.)
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APPENDIX A

This method predicts values for strength which lie between “rule of

mixtures” expectations and the strength minimum enforced by assuming a

constant breaking strain. Treating the glass as a diluent of lower cost , it

appears that relative proportions of 50 — 60% glass with HTS will provide a

composite which still has useful stiffness , good utilisation of fibre strength

and potentially some increase in damage tolerance compared with HTS without

severe degradation as the glass becomes affected by the environment. However ,

it is not expected that fine mixing would confer much advantage in this system,

except at high glass contents. Elsewhere the theoretical differences are

sufficientl y small to pass undetected.

1
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APPENDIX B

BREAKING STRAIN OF A REINFORCED MATRIX

Enhancement of the strain to failure of brittle matrices is observed in

the direction in which they are reinforced. The increased breaking strain of

brittle rosins , cement, glasses and ceramics has frequently been demonstrated

and this is most noticeable when the fibres are fine and provide an extended

surface, to which the matrix can adhere, thereby preventing the opening of
10 .matrix cracks . The critical energy balance which determines the strain at

which a crack bridged by fibres will propagate through the matrix phase

• predicts the critical strain (X) as

3 
12TYM 

V~, E~ V
= _ _ _ _  

F (8)E
C
E
M

r E
M
V
M

where the subscripts C, M, F denote composite, matrix and fibre, E being stiff-

ness , V — volume fraction, r — f ibre radius, y — work of fracture , T — shear

stress for s1ip of matrix past fibre, which tends to open a matrix crack.

Aveston and Sillwood5 argue that T is not commonly known, but the stress—

transfer length (L) between fibre and matrix is, and it is related to the stress

in a fibre by

X E F =

so if the surface of a matrix crack is strain—free , then (9) may be substituted

in (8) which simplifies to

E
F 

VF 

~
2 

= 
6Y~~V~ (10)

where c~ =
EM M

To apply this expression (10) to a hybrid containing a set of fibres which

break with the matrix by brittle fracture, they must be regarded as part of the

matrix, contributing to its stiffness and to its work of fracture, the other

(tough) set of fibres acting as the only ‘-rue “fibres” in the hybrid .

Now ‘y’, the work of fracture for say INS—epoxy composites , is in the range

0.15 — 0.5 J/cm
2 
depending on the sources of resin and fibre used. The value

for L wi l l  vary from 0.5 to 1 mm for glass down to 0.1 mm for carbon. Using

__________________________ ..:: ~~~~~~ :.. 
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APPENDIX B

the data in (3), it predicts that for the EMS—glass and HMS- HTS systems , this

form of matrix cracking is very sensitive to relative composition . Cracking

will not occur at 1% strain below 30% of ENS with glass or below 90% tINS with
S.

FITS , and indeed it has not so far been observed . Aveston and Sillwood examine

the similar case where the resin does not crack, but the brittle fibres do.

However , either approach must assume that cracks are bridged and that the

set of “tough” fibres therefore controls the strength of the whole system, all

the “brittle” fibres set being vulnerable to consecutive cracking, regardless
of their immediate environment. The observed strengths and the topological

argument presented in this report , suggest that this calculation cannot be used

to predict composite strength, but it could prove helpful in estimating depar-

tures from elastic behaviour , if the condition for “matrix” cracking were

determined by assigning some of the “brittle” fibres to the tough role.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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APPENDIX C

TEST METHODS

The following tests were used to assess the properties of each hybrid

type , they were designed to use two standard thicknesses of laminate 1 nun and

2 mm, and to minimise as far as possible the amount of prepreg material

required.

1 Flexural Strength and Modulus

The standard testpiece13 was used with a 2 mm thick laminate and 40:1 span

to depth ratio (9 samples/board).

2 Interlaminar Shear Strength

The standard testpiece13 was used with a 2 nun thick laminate and 5:1 span
to depth ratio (8 samples/board).

3 Tensile Strength, Modulus and Strain to Break

A 1 mm thick unwaisted tensile specimen was used so as to test the largest

volume of material as simply as possible. Ihe specimen was 16 cm long with

4 cm Al alloy plates bonded at each end to spread the gripping loads . These

specimens were tested in wedge grips set up so that the greatest clamping force
on the specimen was at the ends of the Al plates , reducing to zero at the gauge

length, and to ensure that the specimens sat centrally and level in the grips

to give correct alignment. The grips ran in a lubricated aluminium trough to

ensure accurate parallel motion of the grips and reduce extraneous forces as

much as possible.

Strain to break was measured with an Instron strain gauge extensometer ,

held in place with a thin layer of soft rubber deposited on the specimen

surface from rubber solution. This arrangement provided enough friction to

hold the extensometer in place during tests (the anvils of the extensometer

could not grip the specimens by themselves, and in any case could not have been

allowed to bite into the specimen) but allowed slippage at fracture when a more
rigid system could have been smashed . The extensometer proved to be quite

robust and was undamaged after many specimens had broken and splintered between

its anvils (10 specimens/board).

I
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APPENDIX C

4 Wor k &)! F racture

‘rh~~~~~ ciine n was bas ica l ly  that  used by Tattersall  and Tappin 14 with the
notches ~~ by a 0.2 mis diamond wire saw, but 2 mm thick by about 2.5 mm wide

and 12 u~n la ng — tested in an ILSS rig. The size was chosen to be representa—

t ive of f j ut  defects and allowed material from the board made up for flexural

t e s t ing  to he used. Tattersall and Tappin reported a size effect with their

samp l~~~; about 6% increase in work of fracture being shown for doubling the

size of t h’: specimen. However, the convenience of using standard thicknesses

of m.-trcrial outweighs any dpparent changes in work of fracture due to sample

size. lu camples were used for each composition. The values given are for

total ~iiergy and must be halved to derive the energy per crack face.

5 e•,idu~ 1 Tensile Strength after Impact

Th~ ~I~uc~mens for this investigation were 12 cm long by 2 cm wide and 1 mm

th ick  ~ f J~ /9O
0 

balanced crossplies with 4 cm long Al plates bonded at each end ,

giving •r~ cm x 2 cm gauge length. The samples were impacted by drop weight at

0.5, 1 and 1.5 joules (2 samples/impact energy level) and subsequently tested

in t ep s - io ,~ to obtain a residual strength figure, following the procedure of

Referen ce  1.5.

‘I
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TABLE 3

Strength and Stiffness of Unidirectional HTS—HNS Carbon—Epoxy Hybrids

in CPa, 50% Fibre by Volume, Coefficients of Variation in Brackets

Flexural Tensile Tensile
Composition Modulus Modulus Strength As % E~~

(EFL) 
____________

EMS 159 (7) 151 (15) 0.609 (11) 0.38

~~ 138 (4) 129 (11) 0.604 (10) 0.44

~~~ ~~~~ 
136 (7) — 0.907 (10) 0.67

~~ ~~~~ 
118 (4) 105 (6) 0.936 (11) 0.79

113 (5) 108 (12) 0.996 (9) 0.88

EHTS* 99 (3) 97 (11) 1.156 (9) 1.16

IITS 100 (3) 114 — 1.14 — 1.14

*Revised (lower) surface treatment of HTS

4
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TABLE 4

Interlaminar Shear Strength

of HTS—HMS Hybrids (50% Fibre)

Composition ILSS (MPa)

EMS 67.8* (7)

O.75 HMS 689 7)0.25 EHTS 
(

O.S HMS 814 7O.5EHTS 
( )

0.25 EMS 79.4 (13)
0.75 EHTS 79

0.25 EMS 
30.75 m~s ~~ (5)

EHTS 88.7 (14)

*Some flexural failures

S
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TABLE 6

HMS—Class Mixed and Layered ~ybrids,

Tested in Flexure (MBB)

MinimumFlexural Flexural
Composition Stiffness Strength Flexural

GPa ~~a 
Strain

I-iNS 134 389 0.29

* - 0.67 EMS 108 468 0.43
0.33 Glass (97.9) (385) (0.39)

0.5 EMS 81.3 532 0.65
0.5 Glass (83.4) (436) (0.52)

0.33 EMS 65.7 556 0.85
0.67 Glass (65.0) (443) (0.68)

Glass 34.4 578 1.68

Data for layered hybrids in brackets

4
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